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Government of India  
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare


Sub: Collection of Information regarding supply of Prefabricated Prosthetics and Orthotics components with **BIS mark** (Certification)

The Institute is in the process of procurement of different Prefabricated Prosthetic and Orthotics components to be used for making different Prostheses and Orthoses for patients of the Institute. In this regard Institute wants to gather information from different Indian companies who are manufacturing/supplying different prefabricated Prosthetics and Orthotics components.

All the interested suppliers are requested to provide the list of Prosthetics & Orthotics components with **BIS mark** which they can supply to this Institute.

Information should be submitted in a single sealed envelope and superscribed as “Information about supply of Prefabricated Prosthetics and Orthotics components” on or before **05/03/2020**.

Yours faithfully,

Sd/-
(DIRECTOR)